BUILDING CODE DATA
APPLICABLE CODES:
- 2020 NYS RESIDENTIAL CODE (IRC)
- 2020 NYS UNIFORM CODE SUPPLEMENT (UCS)

OCCUPANCY: ONE AND TWO FAMILY DWELLING PER 101.2.1 (UCS)
CONSTRUCTION CLASSIFICATION: TYPE VB
COMPLIANCE: SECTION AJ401, RENOVATIONS (ALSO APPLIES): AJ401.1; MATERIALS PER IRC; SECTION AJ501, ALTERATIONS; AJ501.2; NON-CONFORMITIES, SHALL NOT INCREASE

RHA CONTACT:
Rochester Housing Authority
Julie Fox
Senior Property Rehabilitation Specialist
Development & Capital Projects
675 W. Main St.
Rochester, NY 14611
C: (585) 208-0074
F: (585) 568-6818
E: jfox@RochesterHousing.org

ARCHITECT:
APD Engineering & Architecture
Dan Sargent, Architect of Record
615 Fishers Run
Victor, NY 14564
Contact: William DeVos
O: (585) 484-1302
C: (585) 435-0364
E: wdevos@apd.com

NOTES:

THESE DOCUMENTS ARE FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF INITIAL BUILDING PERMIT SUBMITTAL ONLY. ANY COMMENTS, REVISIONS OR CORRECTIONS BASED ON BUILDING DEPARTMENT REVIEW AND/OR BUILDING CODE INTERPRETATION ITEMS ARE THE SOLE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE OWNER AND ARCHITECT WILL NOT BE HELD LIABLE FOR ANY CHANGE ORDERS RESULTING FROM THESE ITEMS.
Rochester Housing Authority

Porch Renovations - P14

York Street Property
134 York Street
Rochester, NY 14605

BUILDING CODE DATA
APPLICABLE CODES
- 2020 NYS RESIDENTIAL CODE (IRC)
- 2020 NYS UNIFORM CODE SUPPLEMENT (UCS)

OCCUPANCY: ONE AND TWO FAMILY DWELLING PER 101.2.1 (UCS)
CONSTRUCTION CLASSIFICATION: TYPE VB
CLASSIFICATION OF WORK: COMPLY WITH APPENDIX J OF THE IRC; PER 101.2.1 OF THE UCS 'ALTERATION' PER SECTION AJ201 DEFINITIONS; EXISTING BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES, APPENDIX J (IRC); SECTION AJ102, COMPLIANCE; SECTION AJ401, RENOVATIONS (ALSO APPLIES); AJ401.1; MATERIALS PER IRC; SECTION AJ501, ALTERATIONS; AJ501.2; NON-CONFORMITIES, SHALL NOT INCREASE

GENERAL SYMBOLS
- SECTION NO., (TYP.)
- DETAIL NO., (TYP.)
- DETAIL CUT
- SPOT ELEVATION TAG
- CENTER LINE

RHA CONTACT:
Rochester Housing Authority
Julie Fox
Senior Property Rehabilitation Specialist
Development & Capital Projects
675 W. Main St.
Rochester, NY 14611
C: (585) 208-0074
E: jfox@RochesterHousing.org

ARCHITECT:
APD Engineering & Architecture
Steve Palmeri,
Architect of Record
615 Fisher's Run
Victor, NY 14564
Contact: Steve Palmeri
O: (585) 742-0238
C: (585)
E: spalmeri@apd.com

NOTES

Drawing Index
G-001 Cover Sheet and Project Locations
A-101 Floor and Foundation Plans
A-102 Exterior Elevations & Building Sections
A-103 Details
Rochester Housing Authority

Porch Renovations - P14

Rugby Avenue Property
111 Rugby Avenue Street
Rochester, NY 14605

BUILDING CODE DATA
APPLICABLE CODES
- 2020 NYS RESIDENTIAL CODE (IRC)
- 2020 NYS UNIFORM CODE SUPPLEMENT (UCS)

OCCUPANCY: ONE AND TWO FAMILY DWELLING PER 101.2.1 (UCS)
CONSTRUCTION CLASSIFICATION: TYPE VB
CLASSIFICATION OF WORK: COMPLY WITH APPENDIX J OF THE IRC PER 101.2.1.3 OF THE UCS ‘ALTERATION’ PER SECTION AJ201 DEFINITIONS; EXISTING BUILDINGS AND STRUCTURES, APPENDIX J (IRC); SECTION AJ102, COMPLIANCE: SECTION AJ401, RENOVATIONS (ALSO APPLIES); AJ401.1: MATERIALS PER IRC; SECTION AJ501, ALTERATIONS; AJ501.2: NON-CONFORMITIES, SHALL NOT INCREASE

GENERAL SYMBOLS

RHA CONTACT:
Rochester Housing Authority
Julie Fox
Senior Property Rehabilitation Specialist
Development & Capital Projects
675 W. Main St.
Rochester, NY 14611
C: (585) 208-0074
E: jfox@RochesterHousing.org

ARCHITECT:
APD Engineering & Architecture
Steve Palmeri,
Architect of Record
615 Fishers Run,
Victor, NY 14564
Contact: Steve Palmeri
O: (585) 742-0238
C: (585)
E: spalmeri@apd.com

NOTES

THESE DOCUMENTS ARE FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF INITIAL BUILDING PERMIT SUBMITTAL ONLY. ANY COMMENTS, REVISIONS OR CORRECTIONS BASED ON BUILDING DEPARTMENT REVIEW AND/OR BUILDING CODE INTERPRETATION ITEMS ARE THE SOLE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE OWNER AND ARCHITECT WILL NOT BE HELD LIABLE FOR ANY CHANGE ORDERS RESULTING FROM THESE ITEMS.